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 1. Do you agree or disagree that there is a need to limit access to FITs for large scale solar PV installations in order to

meet spending review targets? Please give reasons for your answer. If you agree, what do you think is the best way of

doing this?

Agree

Please provide your comments: There is a need to limit FIT access not just for large-scale but for all solar PV schemes. The immediate problem is the number

of large-scale solar PV installations planned. The best way to address this issue is to retain the current tariff levels (i.e. those existing prior to March 2011), but to

set a quota and limit the number of installations above 50kW capacity on a strict first-come first-served basis at the point when planning permission is obtained

(i.e. a pre-registration stage is needed, since obviously you can't permit a state of affairs when schemes are declined the FIT subsidy when they've already been

implemented). The tariff levels proposed for 1st August 2011 will destroy the viability of at least the largest projects (>250kW) and stand-alone installations. This

would prevent the UK gaining experience in the management of such schemes, such as solar-tracking technology, which is unlikely to be employed in rooftop

systems.I don't see the need to limit access to FITs as a spending review issue. It was inevitable anyway, given the experience of other European countries.

Supporting evidence: Not Answered

 2. Do you agree or disagree with the proposed new tariff bands and the accompanying proposed reduction of tariffs for

PV installations in these bands? Please give reasons for your answer. If you disagree, please provide evidence to support

an alternative.

Disagree

Please provide your comments: Presumably the original tariffs were designed to provide a mix of scales of PV installations. Rather than being over-generous 

for just larger schemes, I suggest all tariffs are over-generous in the current climate (providing at least 10% annual return on investment, rather than the 5-8% 

originally conceived*). It's only for the largest schemes that the problem has become evident - domestic PV deployment may well increase explosively over 

summer 2011. This sort of problem is inevitable with FITs.There are at least two underlying causes of the difficulties in setting FIT levels for PV. First, capital 

intensive industries such as solar PV panel production are inevitably cyclic. Paragraph 7 in the consultation document suggests "the costs of solar PV" are "falling 

much faster than anticipated." This is unlikely to be so, as much of the cost of manufacture is incurred up-front. The price may fall in the short-term to the marginal 

cost of production (when it becomes rational to cease manufacturing), but future price expectations will then have to rise to encourage further investment (since 

current price levels may not be providing a return on sunk costs). Second, local deployment costs fall rapidly due to scale and knowledge economies once solar 

PV generation becomes profitable. The tariff to initiate generation therefore becomes generous very quickly.These factors, combined with the fact that UK tariffs 

are now significantly higher - even at the present £/euro exchange rate - than those elsewhere in Europe, suggest UK solar PV deployment supported by FITs is



likely to grow explosively over the next year or two. It seems that (unfortunately) the only way to manage the budget is to permit quotas of schemes of each type

(e.g. capacity band) as has already been done for microCHP. There appears to be scope for reducing the tariffs for all PV capacity bands proportionately, but a

flexible approach is required as PV costs could well increase in the future, or at least fail to decline in the smooth way projected. I'm rather alarmed to be unable

to find evidence of processes to limit expenditure to the £400m (less 10%) quoted, nor even a precise definition of what this figure actually means. An entirely

separate point is that you have based the tariff for large-scale PV on the level of financial support for offshore wind (paragraph 45 of the consultation document).

This is not logical. Simple observation of the UK climate suggests that solar PV energy production is not perfectly, and is most likely negatively, correlated with

that of wind energy. In a scenario dominated by wind energy production, the addition of some solar PV production is therefore more valuable than more wind

energy since it helps with load-balancing. The stand-alone and large-scale solar PV tariff should therefore be more than 8.5p/kWh. -------* I find your comment in

paragraph 21 of the consultation document, suggesting that "householders and small businesses" require a lower rate of return than "large-scale financial

investors" to be somewhat puzzling. I would have thought that all pure investments should use the same benchmark. Some PV generators may attribute value to

an on-site source of renewable energy in which case they would be satisfied with a lower rate of return. Anecdotal evidence suggests to me, though, that many

domestic PV generators see the scheme as a simple investment. If the intention is to exclude investors altogether and encourage only those pursuing a

low-carbon lifestyle or self-sufficiency, then the domestic PV tariff should be reduced by at least 50% immediately.
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 3. Do you agree or disagree with the proposed timing of the change in tariffs including the implementation date of 1

August 2011 and that the tariff change will apply to all installations with an eligibility date on or after that date? Please

give reasons for your answer. If you disagree, please provide evidence to support an alternative.

Disagree

Please provide your comments: I understood one goal of the scheme was to provide price predictability to businesses. This is incompatible with a strict budget

unless deployments are limited by numbers. I disagree with the deviation from the original plan, but, as discussed in my answer to question 2, this was fairly

inevitable given the flawed design of the scheme.

File upload: Not Answered

 4. Can you provide any further information or evidence on predicted uptake of installations or other insights that you

think DECC should be aware of about how the market for PV is evolving in the light of FITs?

Please provide your comments: The FIT scheme is the dominant factor in shaping the market for PV in the UK. The market cannot meaningfully be considered

to be evolving independently. It is therefore essential that the objectives of the FIT scheme are clearly defined.I suggest the FIT scheme objectives have never

been clearly stated and that they are now evolving, mainly as a result of the change of both economic climate and government, to be more focused on supporting

the UK's achievement of the 15% renewable energy target agreed at EU level (e.g. see paragraph 45 of the consultation document), and to keep within a budget

(see my answer to question 2). The comprehensive review of the FIT scheme would seem to provide an opportunity for clearly stating the objectives up-front (i.e.

as an input to the design of the mechanics of the scheme). Whilst not wishing to prejudge the outcome, I suggest the objectives would include:1. The

implementation of a mix of scales (and therefore technologies*) of solar PV installation at lowest possible cost to the electricity consumer.2. Adherence to a

budget for each size of PV installation (and therefore to an overall budget). 3. Spending the entire budget defined in objective 2, in order to maximise achievement

of objective 1.4. Spreading the costs evenly over time, so that the PV industry doesn't suffer from a stop-start syndrome.Objective 1 would itself need to be

informed by a clear statement of the goals of the FIT scheme for PV. In particular, we need to be clear as to what parts of the PV supply-chain we are trying to

stimulate, i.e.:- Are we hoping to promote PV panel manufacture in the UK? Is this even feasible in the near-term, given the lower manufacturing cost base

elsewhere e.g. China, and the lead already enjoyed by a number of countries?- Or are we simply content to lower PV installation costs on the roofs of UK

domestic homes? To what extent is the subsidy cost justified by the potential future contribution of domestic PV to the energy supply? - Or is our over-riding goal

to maximise renewable energy production to meet the EU target? Or are we trying to build scale economies (including of purchasing power and global

manufacturing capacity) for solar PV to reach grid parity in the UK as soon as possible? (Note that both objectives would imply that the FIT subsidy should

decrease only very slowly with installation capacity, as discussed in paragraph 42 of the consultation document, whereas the proposal informing the consultation

is to do the reverse!). It seems to me that meeting these objectives will require periodic (most likely annual) quotas of installation numbers and a flexible tariff level

depending on prevailing prices in each year (or other time period adopted).* Consideration should also be given to the promotion of at one scale domestic solar

thermal and at another concentrated solar power (CSP) projects either within the remit of the FIT scheme or otherwise.
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 5. Do you agree or disagree with the proposed new tariff bands and tariffs for farm-scale AD? Please provide evidence to

support your view. We would be particularly interested in quantitative evidence of the capital and operating costs of

farm-scale AD schemes.

Disagree

Please provide your comments: I see no need to rush into increasing the subsidy for farm-scale AD. Paragraphs 57, 61 and 62 of the consultation document

(inter alia) suggest more research is required.
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 6. Do you have any other views and associated evidence on the slow uptake of farm-scale AD under FITs to date?

Please provide your comments: Not really, though it strikes me that there may have been insufficient time for many farm-scale AD projects to have yet been 

implemented. I note you are only aware of the number of stand-alone FIT schemes because (unlike domestic schemes) they require planning permission, not



because they are up and running.

Q6. Upload file: Not Answered

 7. Do you consider that controls are necessary to prevent the wholesale expansion of energy crops for AD? If so what do

you consider to be the best way to implement these controls to be considered in the comprehensive FITs review?

Agree

Please provide your comments: I am extremely alarmed to read, e.g. in paragraph 65 of the consultation document, that yet another bioenergy subsidy is being

introduced by the back door. I am not entirely reassured by paragraph 66.Reforestation would be a better use for any "land available which is not suitable for the

production of food crops", as elaborated in the attached discussion paper, "Biofuels Are Not the Answer". The production of energy crops "as part of the normal

agricultural rotation" would seem to be at the expense of food crops, so should not be permitted. I suggest that farmers qualifying for AD FITs are permitted to mix

with slurry only specified farm waste products and certified garden waste as already collected by local councils (though encouraging composting would be

preferable). As alluded to in paragraph 66 of the consultation document, there needs to be an inspection regime, and farmers using energy crops as part of the

AD mix should simply be excluded from the FIT scheme, fined and obliged to return all payments previously received.
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